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Telstra
Cloud Compliance TM
Cloud platforms are secure, but are you using cloud securely?
Today, cloud technology is a major part of the mainstream IT mix and is key to competing in a rapidly
changing business landscape. However, keeping your cloud secure and in compliance with industry
regulations remain the top cloud challenges for enterprises.
Telstra Cloud Compliance TM is a solution that helps you to see a complete picture of your compatible
cloud’s security and compliance posture, detect misconfigurations, model and actively enforce security
policies, protect against attacks and insider threats, cloud security intelligence for cloud intrusion
detection. It also helps you comply with regulatory requirements and best practices. It offers a dashboard
reflecting the compliance status of the compatible cloud ecosystem at-a-glance.

How it works
Telstra Cloud Compliance TM
(Underpinned by Check Point CloudGuard Dome9)

It provides a detailed analysis on compliance issues and best practices remediation guidance:

Compliance posture management

Cloud network security management

Create customised compliance or
organisational policy rules

Review the security posture,
modify the security policies
and apply uniform changes

Enforce cloud accounts compliance with
standards and organisational polices

Uncover network security and
operational issues

Review the security and compliance
posture across the entire cloud instance
using a unified dashboard

Inspect the real-time traffic
running through the elements
in the VPC

Benefits

At-a-glance dashboard view

Predefined (built-in) rulesets

Clear reports

Overview of organisational
compliance with modification
function across compatible
cloud presence of all managed
cloud accounts

Developed by Dome9 covering
a wide range of standards and
best practices policies, youcan
define once and deploy on
each cloud

Indicate detailed noncompliance issues for you to
implement corrective measures

Cloud native architecture

Agentless & quick outcomes

Find it, then fixit!

Uses the native security
controls provided by public
clouds to protect all compatible
cloud resources

Being a SaaS offering withno
agents to manage, you can
help secure your environment
in minutes

Apart from advanced monitoring
capabilities remediation of
cloud compliance and network
security available from
one portal

Why Choose Telstra?

Cloud Advanced Services

Cloud Concierge

As the largest Australian owned technology
services business, our certified cloud security
experts deliver on-demand technical consulting
services that provides assistance around cloud
security set up, configuration, troubleshooting
and optimisation.

Our Telstra Cloud Concierge service provides you
with access to a team of cloud experts who can
help get you set up, give you an overview of the
Telstra Cloud Compliance TM and help remove the
stress of choosing the best cloud solutions for
your needs.

Note: This off is only applicable for Microsoft Azure and AWS purchased throughTelstra.

Contact your Telstra account representative for more details.
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